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ISSUES 
 
     (1) Can a defendant challenge an alleged knock-notice violation if he was not at home when the entry 
was made? (2) Did officers substantially comply with the knock-notice requirements? 
 
FACTS 
 
     Placer County sheriff's deputies obtained a warrant to search Hoag's home, apparently for drugs. 
Three people lived in the house: Hoag, Elizabeth Cunnagin, and their five-year old daughter. Shortly 
before deputies arrived to execute the warrant, Hoag left the house to take his daughter to the babysitter. 
So the only occupant at the time they entered was Cunnagin, a nursing student who was in the process of 
studying for finals. 
 
     The deputies arrived shortly after 7 p.m. Upon arrival, they knocked on the door and announced, 
"Sheriff's Department, search warrant, we demand entry." There was no response. A second 
announcement was made; still no response. A deputy tried the door handle and found the door was 
unlocked, so he opened it. The search team then entered. 
 
     The time lapse between the first announcement and the entry was estimated at 15 to 20 seconds. 
When the deputies entered, they found Cunnagin "sitting on or getting up from a couch in the living 
room." Cunnagin was detained while officers conducted the search, which netted a sufficiently large 
quantity of marijuana in the garage to charge Hoag with possession for sale. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
     Hoag contended the deputies violated the knock-notice rule when they made their entry and, 
therefore, the marijuana should be suppressed. The People responded by arguing that even if there had 
been a knock-notice violation, Hoag did not have standing to challenge the deputies' entry. 
 
Standing 
 
     As a general rule, a defendant has standing to challenge a search only if he was personally affected 
by it.[1] Although Hoag certainly had standing to challenge the search of his home, the People argued he 
did not have standing to challenge the method by which the deputies entered because he was not present 
when entry was made and was, therefore, unaffected by it. The court disagreed, 
 
     The court noted the knock-notice rule serves essentially three purposes: (1) the protection of the 
privacy interests of the suspect and any innocent people who may be on the premises; (2) the prevention 
of violent confrontations resulting from an occupant's unawareness that the people who are entering 
have a legal right to do so; and (3) the prevention of  unnecessary damage to the premises resulting from 
a forced entry.[2] 
 



     With these purposes in mind, the court ruled that although Hoag was not home when deputies 
entered, he nevertheless had a sufficient interest in the manner in which they entered his home to enable 
him to challenge the legality of the entry. Said the court, "[D]efendant had a legitimate expectation of 
privacy grounded in his right to exclude others, to be free of illegal police invasion of his privacy in his 
residence and to expect not only privacy for himself, but for his family and invitees. [Furthermore], 
defendant had a sufficient personal interest in the safety of the mother of his child, who was present 
when the officers entered his residence, to allow him to challenge the mode of entry."[3] 
 
Knock-notice violation? 
 
     Having determined that Hoag had standing to challenge the entry, the question was whether the 
deputies did, in fact, violate the knock-notice rule. It is settled that officers must comply with the knock-
notice requirements before making a non-consensual entry into a residence to execute a search warrant 
unless there was good cause for noncompliance.[4] 
 
To fully comply with the knock-notice rule officers must do the following: 
 
(1)     Knock: Knock or take other action to get the attention of occupants.[5] 
 
(2)     Authority: Announce their authority; e.g., "Hayward police!"[6] 
 
(3)     Purpose: Announce their purpose; e.g., "Search warrant! Open the door!"[7] 
 
(4)     Wait for refusal: Do not enter until the occupants have expressly refused to admit them or until a 
sufficient amount of time has passed so that a refusal may be reasonably inferred.[8] 
 
     Hoag contended the deputies violated the "wait for refusal" requirement because they entered after 
waiting only 15 to 20 seconds. not enough time to constitute an implied refusal. 
 
     The court did not, however, rule on this issue. Instead, it noted that even if the deputies had not 
waited long enough, there would be no reason to suppress evidence resulting from the knock-notice 
violation if the deputies had complied "substantially" with the requirements. 
 
     Although there are no clear-cut rules for determining when "substantial" compliance occurs, the court 
noted the basic issue is whether officers took steps to eliminate or reduce the risks to persons and 
property that are inherent when a non-consensual entry is made. If so, the essential purpose of the 
knock-notice rule has been served and there is no justification for suppressing evidence. 
 
     With this in mind, the court ruled the deputies had, in fact, complied substantially with the knock-
notice requirements because, (1) they had knocked twice and announced their authority and purpose, (2) 
their entry was made with restraint , and (3) they did not cause damage to the house. Said the court, "The 
officers approached the front door of the residence and knocked and announced their presence and 
purpose twice. They waited 15 to 20 seconds before proceeding further. They turned the handle on the 
unlocked door and opened it slightly before opening it all the way and entering. The officers did not rush 
the occupant or destroy property. There is nothing in the record to suggest either the occupant or the 
officers were ever at risk." 



 
     Furthermore, the court pointed out the 15 to 20 second wait was at least arguably on the borderline 
between reasonable and unreasonable under the circumstances; which were, (1) the house was relatively 
small (the larger the house, the longer officers may be required to wait because it may take occupants 
longer to respond to a knock), (2) it was early evening so the deputies could reasonably believe the 
occupants were awake and would respond fairly quickly, and (3) no one inside the house said or did 
anything to acknowledge the deputies' presence. 
 
     Accordingly, Hoag's conviction was affirmed. 
 
PROSECUTOR'S NOTE 
 
     If a defendant seeks the suppression of evidence based on an alleged knock-notice violation, consider 
raising the issue of inevitable discovery. For information on this issue, see the concurring opinion of 
Justice Morrison in Hoag. 
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